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Abstract: Let R, be the error functional of a quadrature formula Q, on [ - l,l] using n nodes. In this paper we 
consider estimates of the form 
k[fl~%((f(“)ll, lIftI:= ,;$f’x’l~ 
. 
with best possible constant c,, i.e., 
C, = c,,,( R,) := 
For the error constants ~a,,_~( Ry ) of the Gaussian quadrature formulas QF we prove results, which are asymptoti- 
cally sharp, when n increases and k is fixed. For this latter case, comparing with the corresponding error constants 
~a~_~( R,) of every other quadrature formula Q,, we show that the order of magnitude of c,,_,(R:) cannot be 
improved in n. In particular, we investigate the question of minimal and maximal values of ~a”_~( R,) in the class of 
all quadrature formulas Q, having at least algebraic degree of exactness deg(Q,) > 2n - k - 1. 
Keywords: Error constants, Gaussian quadrature, optimal quadrature. 
1. Introduction and statement of the results 
We consider quadrature formulas Q, of (algebraic) degree deg( Q,) = m - 1 > 0 being linear 
functionals of the type 
” 
Q,[fI := C av,nf(~v,,,), -1 <x~,~<x~,,, < --- <x,,, < I, av,n E R, (1) 
v=l 
(4 
where p,, denotes the monomial p,(x) = xlr and R, is the so-called error functional of Q,. We 
say that Q, is a positive quadrature formula if all weights av,n are nonnegative. Furthermore, in 
the following we denote by Qy the Gaussian formula using n nodes, defined uniquely by having 
its maximal degree deg( Q,) = 2n - 1 (cf., here and in the following sections, [l]). 
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In this paper we investigate estimates of the form 
IRM I Gnllf(“)I/~ Ml:= SUP If(x) I? 
IXlGl 
with best possible constant c,, i.e., 
c,=c,(R,):= SUP IT2Lfl I- 
Ilf(na’ll<l 
(3) 
(4) 
Comparing error constants c,(R,) of different quadrature formulas Q, is the most important 
possibility to compare the corresponding error functionals R, in the class of all functions f 
having a bounded mth derivative on [ - 1, 11. It is therefore of great practical interest to 
determine (at least asymptotically for increasing n) the order of magnitude of cm( R,) for special 
quadrature rules being often used as well as to determine upper and lower bounds for c,( R,) in 
the class of all quadrature formulas (2,. 
It is well known that cm( R,) is unbounded if and only if deg(Q,) < m - 1 (see, e.g., 
[l, p.245 ff,]). Noting that deg(Q,) < 2n - 1 for every Q,, therefore in the class of all quadrature 
formulas Q, it is only useful to consider c,( R,) for m E (1, 2,. . . ,2n}. If m is fixed and n 
increases, several results on error constants c,(R,) can be found in the literature (see, e.g., 
[l, p.263 ff.J). In particular, for the Gaussian formulas Qy sharp asymptotics for c,(Ry) for 
fixed m and increasing n have been recently obtained by Petras [8]. In this paper we investigate 
c~,,_~(R~), where k is fixed and n increases. 
Our first result concerns the explicit asymptotic values of the constants c2,,_,JRz) of the 
Gaussian quadrature formulas Qy. 
Theorem 1. Let k E &I, be fixed and let n + 00. Then it follows that 
J;T 1 
Rz) =Ak(21j;i;;;)k 22n-k@ _ k)! (1 + o(l)), (5) 
with 
A, = Jo0 eCX’IHk(x) 1 dx, 
where Hk denotes-tye Hermite polynomial of degree k ( Hk( x) = (- l)k ex2Dk[e-x’]). 
(6) 
By calculation one obtains 
A,=J;;, A,=2, A,=4fi e-;, A, = 4 + 16 e-:, 
A, = 19.85573.. . , A, = 56.46773.. . , A, = 195.90006.. . . 
(7) 
Remark 2. For the well-known Clenshaw-Curtis formula QFz_,, i.e., the interpolatory quadra- 
ture formula using as nodes the numbers COS(V - 1)(2n - 2)-% (cf. [l, p.136 ff.]), one obtains 
that cZn( R:F-,) = (1 + 0(1))/[2 2”-2n3(2n)!], see [4,5]. A comparison with the corresponding 
error constant ~2,(Ry+3) of Q,“,, results in 
. c2n(R%) 
nl’% cZn( Rf+3) 
211 
= - =5.89821..., 
6x4, 
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showing that here the Gaussian formula Q,“,, using n + 3 nodes is asymptotically better than 
the Clenshaw-Curtis formula using 2n - 1 nodes. 
Estimates of c~~_~(R~) having asymptotically the correct order of magnitude as n -+ cc, are 
obtained in [4]. For small k these explicit bounds can be improved in the sense of Theorem 1 as 
follows. 
Theorem 3. Let n > 2. Then there exist Ei,, E ( - 1, 1) such that 
C2n-1R) = % 1 3 5 . dn(4n _ 1) . . 
.(,+&[l+ 2n+1 lO&,, 
(2n + 3)(2n - 1) + (2~2 - 1)(4n + 3) Ii ’ 
(8) 
C2n_2(R:)=~l 3 5.d:(4n_3)(4n-3)-:(l-~)2”-‘jl+~j~ (9) 
. . 
(10) 
with 
d,=R;[T,,] = 
24”(n!)4 
(2n)!2(2n + 1) = : 
1 
4n + 325g + OW3), (11) 
where T, denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of degree n (T,(x) := cos n arccos x). 
Remark 4. Roghi [lo] has already found an upper bound for cZn_i( Rz). The bounds given in 
Theorem 3 however are asymptotically better by a factor of O(nG/22”). In particular, the value 
given by (8) using [i,, = 0 represents a relative error of less than 1% already for n > 2. 
Comparing the above results for the Gaussian formulas Qy with other quadrature formulas 
Q, first, we investigate the smallest possible error constants c~~_~(R,,). The following result 
shows that the order of magnitude of c*,,_~(R~) for fixed k and increasing n cannot be 
improved. 
Theorem 5. For every k E N 0 there exists a constant B, > 0 (depending only on k) such that for all 
sequences of quadrature formulas Q, with increasing n it follows that 
Iirn inf %I-k(Rn) > B
n-w c2n_k(Ry) ’ k’ 
where Ry denotes the error functional of the Gaussian formula Qy. 
(14 
For small k the constants B, can be determined explicitly showing that here the error 
constants of the optimal formulas are only a little smaller than the corresponding error constants 
of the Gaussian formulas Q,“. In the following we state the explicit values for B,, B,, B,. These 
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values are not improvable, i.e., none of these values can be replaced by a greater one. The proof 
requires methods different from those used here and will be given elsewhere. 
B, = 1, (13) 
B, = e2*-i/(fi3_) = 0.885.. . , wherejde-^’ dx = $, i.e., c = 0.477.. . , 04) 
B = 21n2 
3 
1+4e-: 
= 0.732.. . . (15) 
Finally, we consider the greatest possible error constants c*~._~( R,) in the class of all 
quadrature formulas Q, having degree deg( Q,) >, 2n - k - 1. If we restrict consideration to 
positive quadrature formulas Q,, by results of Bral3 and Schmeirjer [5] and Bra0 [3] we know that 
2n+‘-k(2n + 2 - k) (n - :k)!4 
C2n-k(Rn) ’ ;n - k)(2n + 1 - k) (2n - k)i3 
= 
22”-k(;n - k)! 
(1 + o(l)) for even k, 
c~~-~(R,,) < 22n-k (n ,,I) ‘“-;2;~(;)pl))!L 
T 
= 22”-k(2n -k)! 
(1 + o(l)) for odd k, 
(16) 
(17) 
where the equality sign in (16) is valid if and only if Q, is the Lobatto-formula Qtt 1 _ fk and the 
equality sign in (17) is valid if and only if Q, is one of the two Radau-formulas Qz!;Ck_l, (for 
definitions see [l, p.90 ff.]). All these “extremal” formulas are positive having degree 2n - k - 1 
and are in the class of quadrature formulas having n nodes, if one adds any :k resp. i( k - 1) 
nodes and defines the corresponding weights to equal zero. The comparison of the order of 
magnitude in (16) and (17) with those corresponding to the results of Theorem 1 resp. Theorem 5 
also justifies the practical use of Gaussian formulas. 
If there are no restrictions on the sign of the weights u~,~ of Q,, then for k > n + 1 there exists 
no upper bound for cZn_k(Rn) in the class of all quadrature formulas Q, having degree 
deg( Q,) 2 2n - k - 1. This follows easily by adding suitably divided difference to any formula 
Q,. If k = 1, then it is well known that all Q, with deg(Q,) > 2n - k - 1 are positive, so that the 
above inequality (17) is valid. For k = 2 we have the following result. 
Theorem 6. Let Q, be a quadrature formula having degree deg( Q,) 2 2n - 3. Then it follows that 
(18) 
where Q,” is the Lobatto-formula with n nodes and 
22”-‘(2n) (n - 1)!4 
C2n-2(RY) = (2n - 2)(2n - 1) (2n _ 2)13 = 22”-2(ln _ 2)! (1 + o(l)). (19) 
Furthermore, if Q, is positive, then it follows that 
CZn-2kJ G c2,-2(W); (20) 
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if Q, is not positive, then R, is positive definite and it follows that 
CZn-2@n) ’ 5 ’ ~2n-2(Rf;O) = c,,-,(R:-1). (21) 
For no n > 1, the bounds in (18), (20) resp. (21) can be replaced by a smaller resp. greater one. 
Remark 7. Inequality (18) also is valid if at most one double resp. triple node for Q, is admitted, 
i.e., that Q, has n - 1 resp. n - 2 different nodes and for one of these nodes the value of the first 
derivative resp. the first and the second derivative of the function f is used. Then, in this more 
general class of quadrature formulas Q,, the equality sign in (18) is valid if and only if Q, has 
either one triple node in ( - 1, 1) or one double node in - 1 or 1. There exist exactly n such 
“extremal” quadrature formulas Q,, their nodes are the zeros of the polynomials P,, + aP,_ 1 + 
bP,_, with b = n/(n - 1) and a = a,(2n - l)/(n - 1) given by (1 - a~)P,‘_,( a,) = 0, v = 
1, 2,..., n, where P,, denotes the Legendre polynomial of degree n normalized by P,,(l) = 1. The 
corresponding multiple nodes occur respectively in - a,. 
2. Preliminary lemmas 
In the following we require the use of ultraspherical polynomials Pi”) (cf. [11,4.7]), being the 
orthogonal polynomials of degree p for the weight function (1 -~~)~-f normalized by Pim)(l) 
= p+2m-1 
( p 1. 
Lemma 8 (see Bra8 and Fiirster [4]). Let deg( Q,) >, 2n - k - 1 and for s E N, let the functions 
KZn-k,s be defined by 
2 (2n - k)!22”-k ‘-* 
K2n-k,s(X) = ; 
pW-k+) 
(dn _ 2k)! pFo(l - X2)2n-k-‘Rn[ T,n-k+,] ;c2n-k,(l) . (22) 
Then it follows that 
C2n-k(Rn) = I1 IK2n-k,sb) 1 dx + ps, 
-1 
where 
(23) 
(4n - 2k)!s! 4n - 2k + s 
PS 1 < 22n-k(tn-k)! (4n-2k+s)! 2n-X-1 1. (24) 
In particular, for positive quadrature formulas using 
(see [4, (24)]) for fixed k and increasing n, it follows that 
1 1 
“+I = (26)“ 22”-k(2n - k)! 
O(nef). 
(25) 
(26) 
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Lemma 9. For every fixed k E IV 0 there exists a constant C, > 0 (depending only on k) such that for 
all sequences (b,)F=‘=, of real numbers b, it follows that, for sufficiently large m, 
(1 - x2)‘+ 5 b,,, ;I::;: dx > 
/L=o P 
Proof. Using the notation ]I . )I 1 for the &-norm 
follows that 
C,&z 2 rn-;“l b,,,). 
p=o 
(27) 
on [ -1, l] and substituting y = X/V’&, it 
_ 5 b 
II 
(2m - l)!miP 
i 
A 
/l=o m+P (2m + p - I)! e-P2HP - m;P ( ’ 
2 (C,,, - 4 ; lb,,,/ r;‘“;:)l”l;, 
p=o m 
C k,m = 
Ii 
1 
k mfP 
9 
’ Ibm+pJ (2m + p- l)! p=o 
for every c > 0 and sufficiently large m using the known representation of Hermite polynomials 
H, as limits of ultraspherical polynomials, where the convergence is uniform on every bounded 
interval in R (cf. [ll; 5.2, 5.61). Finally, we consider 
(28) 
~~o~sn~~~esge-~~~~ ~l=~~i). . , q k, are linearly independent and therefore the positivity of C, 
.> . *, , . , . 
Lemma 10. Let k E N 0 be fixed and let ( r,,)FZI be a sequence of polynomials r,, having only real 
zeros x,,, E [ - 1, l] satisfying 
r,(x) := k (Y,,~x”= fi(x-x,,,), an_p,n=O(nfP) forp=l,..., k. (29) 
v=o u=l 
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Then, for every sequence ( q,,)FZI of polynomials q,, having on!y real zeros and satisfying 
n n 
4,(4 := c &,nX” = I-I (x - XV,, - CJ, 
lJ=O u=l 
/c,,~/c~ for v=l,2 ,..., nandaIIn~tW, 
if follows that 
&_,,n = (Y,_~,~ + O(nfCP-‘)) for p = 1,. . . , k. 
Proof. Using the well-known representations of Vieta it follows that 
(32) 
where { vr, . . . , vk > indicates the sum for all different sets { vl,. . . , vk} c { 1,. . . , n } having k 
elements and { vr,. . . , v~_~} \{ A,, . . . , 
PI,..., 
hj} denotes all different sets {v~,...,v~_~} c {l,...,n>\ 
"j} having k -j elements. Note that 
rnb) n-2 :=x 
x - xp,, 
n-1 + c YuJ-lXY 
v=o 
=x n-*+(Xp,n+(Y,-I,n)X~-2+(X~,,+OL,_l,nXp,n+LY,,-2,n)X~-3+ . . . 
(33) 
yields the validity of yn_ r _p,n_l = 0( nfP) for p < k and increasing n. Repeated use of this 
method shows that 
c = (-l)k-‘Tn_k,n_j= O(nf(k-I)), 
(vlr . . . . v,_,)\(X ,,___, A,} 
with 
Using (34) in (32), the result follows. q 
3. Proof of the results 
(34) 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we use Lemma 8 with s = k + 1. Q,” is positive and therefore (26) 
holds. Note that RT[T,,_,] = 0 for p E { 1,. . .,2n} and Ry[T,,] = d,, where the value of d, is 
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stated in (11). Using Stirlings’s formula and 
k! 
1 lim ~ 
m-m &U-l) J 
(1 - x’)“-+‘~~‘(.u) 1 dx = A, 
-1 
(see [2, Lemma l]), the statement follows. 
For the proof of Theorem 3, use the inequality (25) and the explicit values of Ry[T,,+,], 
/l = 0, 1,. . . ,5, stated in [4, (31)]. With s = k + 4 in Lemma 8 for c~~_~( Ry) and c~~_~( Ry) the 
result follows by an explicit calculation of the corresponding value of the integral in (23) and the 
estimation of P~+~. For the proof of (8) we use the identity 
cZn-i( Rz) = 2Kg,,(O), K,,, := lim K,,,, (37) 
S’cc 
which can be proved by consideration of the behavior of the sign of the Peano kernel KFn _ 1, and 
the symmetry of the Gaussian formulas (cf. [l, p.1491 in connection with [4, (2)]). The difference 
K;,,(O) - K2G,,,(O) can be estimated by the results in [4, (lo), (ll)]. With s = 6 the estimate in 
(8) follows. Using this method the results can be arbitrarily sharpened. These calculations are 
lengthy but rather straightforward. 
For the proof of Theorem 5 let deg( Q,) > 2n - k - 1 and let w, be the polynomial defined by 
WAX> := Vfil (x - XV,,) := 2 YqnXP> (38) 
v=o 
whose zeros are the nodes x,,, of Q,. It follows that 
R,[w;] = I1 W,‘(X) dx >, “z”/’ P,“(x) dx 
-1 (‘n”)Z -1 
22n+l 
= 
(2n + l)(V)’ 
= g (1 + o(l)), (3% 
using the extremum property of orthogonal polynomials (cf. [ll, 3.1]), where P,, denotes here the 
n th Legendre polynomial. Using the notation 
2n 
2n S2n-lJ2n 
44 := c Yv,2nXY:= c 22n_v:1 T2n-v, 
v=o v=o 
it results from deg(Q,) > 2n - k - 1 that 
(40) 
(41) 
To find lower bounds of c~~_~(R~) we can restrict consideration to positive Q, (cf. [l, p.259, 
2661). Then, by a result of Bernstein (cf: [l, p.93]), there exist Y = n - i( k + 1) nodes x~,,~, i = 
1 *., r, of Q, such that xILr,” 
~1:~ := 1. Note that 1 
E [y,, yi+,], where y,, i = 1,. . . , Y, denotes the zeros of P, and 
JJ,+~ - yj 1 < T/Y (cf., e.g., [ll, 6.31). Let q, be the polynomial 
q,(x) := ,h (x - Xp,J := i: Pv,JY. 
v=l 
Using the representation for the coefficients of P, as in [ll, (4.7.31)], for fixed k E N,, Lemma 
10 yields 1 ,B_p,rI < d,( rip), p = 1,. . . , k, as r -+ co. Noting that 1 x,,, I< 1, for fixed k, it follows 
(42) 
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that 1 ynpp+ I< d,(n;“), and therefore that ]YZn_-p,2n 16 d3( nip), for p = 1,. . . , k, where the 
constants, d,, d,, d,, depend only on k but not on n or Q,. Using the identity 
[;A1 
xx= c L*“(x) 1 A XEN 
t i “=. p-2v-1 22” y ’ ’ 
(43) 
(cf., e.g., [9]) in (40) and noting (39) and (41) there exists a constant d depending only on k, 
such that, for all n E N, 
(44) 
Applying Lemma 8, and using (26) and Lemma 9, the result follows. 
For the proof of Theorem 6, note that (19) resp. (20) is stated in (16) with k = 2. To prove 
(21) we consider a nonpositive formula Q,, so that Q, has exactly one negative weight u~,~ (cf. 
[l, p.921). Therefore the functional D := Q,_, - Q, is positive definite of order 2n - 2 (cf. [6]). 
Using R, = Ry_.‘_, + D, the result follows from the positive definiteness of order 2n - 2 of Ry_I. 
For the proof of (18) it therefore suffices to consider nonpositive Q,. Using the definiteness of 
R,, it follows that c2n_2 (R,) = R,[p,,_,]/(2n - 2)!, (cf. [l, p.57]), where pk denotes the 
monomial pk(x) = xk. As above, considering the representation, k,w, := P,, + UP,_, + bP,_,, it 
follows that 
CZn-2uL) = k,_,(:n - 2)! Q%zPn-21 = &A. n n 2 
(45) 
Using (21), the positivity of b follows, and it therefore remains to determine the supremum of b 
in the class of all admissible w,. Using a result of Micchelli and Rivlin [7, p.2911 it follows that 
n-l 
sup b = - 
+ 2n-1 
w,, n 
~ max h(x), h:= p, p %-I 
n IXlGl n-l n-2 - p,-,p,'-2 . 
Derivation of h using the standard identities for Legendre polynomials 
results in 
(P;_,P,_, - P,-IP,‘_2)2h’ 
(cf., e.g., [12, p.1901) 
= 2P,_,P,‘_,(P,‘_,P,_, - P,_&_,) - P,‘_,(P,‘LJ_* - P,_1P,“,) 
= 2P,_,P,‘_, [ P,‘_,Pn_2 - P,_,P,‘-21 - ‘;rff: ) 
t 
= 2P,_,P,‘_, [ 
P/P,‘_ 1 - Pn’P,IJ(l -p2) + rlP,-,P,‘_, 
(n-l)(n-2) . 
(47) 
(48) 
Comparing (47) and (48) and noting the positivity of the respective terms in square brackets 
resulting from the formula of Christoffel-Darboux (cf. [ll, 3.21) it follows that the relative 
maxima of h occur exactly at the zeros of Pi_,. Calculating h(y) = l/( n - 1) for each y 
fulfilling (1 -y2) P,,_,( y) = 0, the statement follows from (46). 
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